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BOSTON — WorldCare International, Inc. (WorldCare) has been recognized by Insights Care
magazine as one of the Top 10 Most Innovative Telemedicine Solution Providers in 2018. For
25 years, WorldCare’s multi-disciplinary, institution-based Medical Second Opinion (MSO)
service has utilized telemedicine technology in order to improve healthcare outcomes of
members worldwide. Today, WorldCare provides MSOs to over four million members
worldwide, connecting them with more than 20,000 of the leading medical specialists and subspecialists of top-ranked research and academic center in North America of The WorldCare
Consortium® hospitals.
WorldCare’s unique partnership with the hospitals of The WorldCare Consortium® allows them
to provide an unmatched level of clinical rigor for each and every case. On average, WorldCare
has four physicians who review each case and also re-reads pathology and radiology.
WorldCare even goes the extra step of providing, when needed, a multi-institutional review in
order to reach a diagnosis consensus for their members, all of which is delivered in a consistent,
rapid manner.
“WorldCare is grateful to be acknowledged as one of the most innovative telemedicine solution
providers of 2018,” stated Nasser Menhall, Chief Executive Officer, WorldCare. “We have been
driven by our mission of improving healthcare outcomes of members worldwide for 25 years, by
connecting our clients to the foremost medical experts at top-ranked U.S. hospitals. Our unique
virtual medical guidance approach has allowed us to provide MSOs of superior clinical rigor,
and we continue to expand our service offerings in order to provide access to the best and most
appropriate medical expertise in the world.”
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About WorldCare International, Inc.
WorldCare’s mission is to improve healthcare outcomes of patients worldwide by connecting our
clients to the foremost medical experts at top-ranked U.S. hospitals. WorldCare fulfills its
mission by using a unique disease management approach, which digitally recreates the
experience of a patient walking into the leading medical institutions in the United States,

providing the highest-touch coaching, virtual medical solutions and services available
worldwide. For more information, visit www.worldcare.com.

